Let us explain why the Body-Loc Elevated
System ends up taking half the time that any
Drive-On machine takes to do the disassembly,
pulling, and reassembly.
·
Taking the suspension, inner panels, core supports,
etc. off a vehicle is going to be much faster in the body
man’s stall, elevated 10” off the floor which is a
comfortable working height - versus the same work on
a Rack.
·
After you are done pulling, reassembly will also be
much faster in a body man’s stall, where his tools are,
and at the same comfortable working height.
·
Moving a crippled car or just moving a car that runs,
takes time. Think about how much time it takes in your
shop. Time it and remember if four men are required to
move the car, multiply that by 4!!
·
In most cases, if the job is a light pull, the pulling can
be done before the car is on the rack. If it is a heavy
pull, look at our CD. It shows a body man in real time
(no studio stunts), elevating and anchoring a car in 4 ½
minutes. Nothing else is that fast!!!
·
Why use a rack to anchor a car versus the floor?? It’s
the prestige of the expensive machine. The car doesn’t
know what’s anchoring it as long as it’s solid and lets
face it a cement floor has less flex than a steel
machine, also the chain doesn’t know how expensive
the machine is that is pulling it, as long as it can pull at
any angle 360-degrees around the car. Some racks
don’t have that capability. You can use as many pulling
posts with our system as you want!!
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